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Lecture 1 — The Criminal Justice System (CJS) 
• Goals of System 

1. Doing Justice 
- offenders accountable for actions 
- protect rights of those in system 
- like offenses will be treated alike  

2. Controlling Crime 
- arresting 
- prosecuting 
- taking action 

3. Preventing Crime 
- deterrent effect 
- make policies 

• Federalism & Justice System 
- divided gov’t power / not one holder of all power 

- central (national) gov’t 
- regional (state) gov’t 

- most employees, most decisions made here 
- does most corrections & enforcement 

- expansion of federal gov’t’s rule 
- “War on Drugs & Terrorism” 
- interstate gang activity 
- increased federal funds —> to federal gov’t and state & local gov’t 

- conflicts bw federal gov’t & state/local gov’t 
- immigration —> feds need state communication & states do not want to (sanctuary 

cities) 
- marijuana —> fed law says illegal; state laws say legal 

- moneyballing criminal justice 
- goals of system: 

- increasing public safety 
- decreasing recidivism 
- decreasing costs & expenses 
- fair & effective administration of justice 

- after arrest, spend time on ave. 21 days waiting for trial 
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- separate record keeping among jails, prisons, courts, etc. 
• Criminal Justice as a Social system  

- system —> complex whole made up of interdependent parts, goal-oriented, influenced 
by interdependent environment 

- many subsystems 
- each has own functions, personnel, & goals 
- actions by one subsystem effect the other subsystems 

- exchange —> the cooperation among subsystem/mutual transfer of resources 
- necessary bc interdependent 
- ex. plea bargain (plea guilty = quick, certain outcome) 

• Key Characteristics of CJS 
a. discretion —> present at all levels bc of vague laws; use of one’s judgment based on 

personal experiences 
b. resource dependence —> agencies do not create own resources, they look to others 

for funding (ie politicians) 
c. sequential task —> decisions happen in an order 
d. filtering —> present at each level — some offenders released and filtered out of 

system 
• Operations of CJ agencies — 3 major components 

1. police 
- 1 stage; first direct contact with CJS 
- 4 major duties 

1. keeping peace 
2. going after crime 
3. prevention 
4. social services  

2. courts & prosecutors 
- parallel court system (federal & local) 
- courts responsible for adjudication (process for determining guilt) 

3. corrections 
- broad array of federal & state programs 
- wide impact (1/35 people) 
- halfway houses, prisons, community programs, jail 

• Flow of the CJS — 13 steps and 4 parts 
e. Police Roles 

1. investigation 
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2. arrest (juveniles v. adults) 
3. booking 
4. charging 

f. Prosecution Roles 
1. initial appearance (suspect brought to judge) 
2. preliminary hearing/grand (judge/jury determines probable cause) 
3. inditement/information (formal outcome from hearing) 

g. Court Roles 
1. arraignment (accused goes before judge to hear inditement & make a plea) 
2. trial (if plea innocent — rarely happens) 
3. sentencing (if plea guilty, skip trial; conviction & potential for acquittal) 
4. appeal (convict sues court for misapplication of law & ruling is reviewed) 

h. Corrections Roles 
1. corrections (intermediate sanction or probation) 
2. release 

• Layers of CJ Cases 
- not all crimes & cases treated equally 
- layering allows for prediction of treatment based on crime 
- wedding cake model 

4. layer 1 — top : the celebrated cases —> high level of public scrutiny, trial media 
coverage, many appeals (ex. OJ conviction) 

5. layer 2 : the serious felonies —> serious crimes with long sentences, 
carefully/aggressively taken by prosecutors (ex. violent crimes, repeat offenders) 

6. layer 3 : the lesser felonies —> lower level crimes, first offenders, many filtered out 
of system by plea bargains 

7. layer 4 : the misdemeanors —> processed through assembly line justice, most 
numerous & little time spent on each case 

 
Lecture 2 — Crime, Typology, & Data : Crime & Causation 
• Preference, values, & constraints of the community define what is a crime 

- driven by political goals of officials 
• 2 Types of Offenses 

8. Mala in se (wrong in themselves) 
9. Mala prohibita (wrong bc illegal) 

• Crime Classification 
- misdemeanor —> punishable by less than a year in prison; less serious 
- felony —> all crimes not considered misdemeanor; more than a year in prison 
- types of crime — classification is not exclusive 
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a. visible crime —> violent, property, or public order 
b. occupational crime —> white collar crimes, committed in context of a business or 

profession in order to illegally self-profit (ex. fraud, embezzlement) 
c. organized crime —> a continuous criminal process; crime over time (ex. drug 

smuggling, terrorism, credit card theft) 
d. transnational crime —> crimes that take place across/outside the nation; large 

increase in crimes bc transportation and internet facilitate process 
e. victimless crime —> willing & private exchange/consumption of illegal 

product/service (ex. gambling, prostitution) 
f. political crime —> crimes committed by or against gov’t, serve ideological power 

(ex. treason, espionage) 
g. cyber crime —> use of computer/internet to commit crimes against people, 

property, public order & morality; usually always transcontinental (ex. hacking, 
online stalking, distribution of porn) 

h. hate crime —> traditional crimes committed with motivation and distaste 
- at federal level, motivations include : religion, ethnic culture, race, national 

origin, 
- 2009 expansion implemented under 1968 Civil Act : added gender, sex 

orientation, gender identity, & disability 
- 45 states and D.C. have hate crime laws 
- at federal level, about 7-12,000 hate crimes reported each year 

 
Lecture 3 — Criminal Justice & Rule of Law 
• American Policing Period — English Roots (1700s & 1800s) 

- Frankpledge System : 1st organized policing system to bring peace & order 
- Sir Robert Peel created in 1892 London’s 1st police department 

- established 2 goals :  
(1) prevent crime & maintain order w/o military style force 
(2) reduce conflict bw police & public 

I. Colonial Era (pre-1840) 
- Watch System in North : volunteer force around at night — developed into day/night 

police force 
- Slave Patrols in South : organized forces set up to catch & prevent runaway slaves 

- also punish those that violate slave laws 
II. Political Era (1840-1920) 

- by 1850, most cities have full-time paid police force 
- often local police controlled by local political seat/officials 
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- foot patrol police assigned to beats/precincts 
- goal —> to deal with crime as it comes up; to have a presence 

- police also performed jobs in soup kitchens, public health regulations, & temporary 
sleeping quarters for the homeless 

- South : special police forces created to deal with fear of uprisings 
- West : unique situation bc of vast space (sheriffs elected & given lots of power over 

rural area; US Marshals help enforce law in Western territories) 
III. Professional Model Era (1920-1960s) 

- sparked by progressive movement (early 1900s) 
- build more efficient gov’t & police — tightly organized & highly trained 

- reduction of favoritism in political positions — get rid of spoil systems 
- get politics out of policing 
- position selection based on merit not favoritism 
- laws equally enforced 

- main task for police : fighting crime & controlling crime 
- move away from social services & order maintenance focus 

IV. 1960s : new problems arise — urban riots, crime increase, anti-war protests . . . so idea 
that police could just control crime is wrong — need to be diversely trained and order 
must be maintained 

V. Community Policing Era (1970s - 2001) 
- moves police from fighting crime to other activities 
- focus on maintaining order & social services as well as fighting crime 
- based on belief that locking people up in an attempt at deterrence is not effective 

- officers arriving faster/responding faster did not deter crime 
- hiring more officers was not deterring crime or keeping order 

- hallmark of era : positive relationship bw community & police ( fear is reduced & 
order is maintained — more community control ) 

- Broken Windows —> police should focus on little things to create order 
1. maintaining order : when there is disorder, people have fear 
2. providing social services : untended disorderly behavior indicates community 

does not care 
3. reduce fear of crime : to deal with disorder & reduce fear of crime, police 

must rely on citizens (community cooperation) 
VI. Homeland Security Era (2001 - present) 

- things became complicated after 9/11 


